※The notes of Sea kayaking below・Please pay the additional participation fee \3,000 to the staff at that day.
（we accept only Japanese yen. NO ＣＲＥＤＩＴ）
・It is available for groups of 2 or more.
・Guests must be at least 10 years of age.
・After you sign up this tour, you will get the invitation mail.
(We will ask your size of shoes, high and weight etc.)
・It is possible that the course will be changed or cancelled by weather.
・If you have trouble of your body or physical strength, please refrain from participating.
・Please note that we do not take any responsibility or liability for any damage or loss caused
through our service.
・ The clothes you wear will get wet from this experience of kayaking, so please bring
raincoat(jacket and pants) and come with casual clothes which you would not mind getting
wet under the raincoat. And furthermore, please bring the another clothes for changing.
※There is changing room.
・The globes and shoes for kayaking are prepared.
・We recommend bringing the bottle of water and something to drink.
・We will let you know anything you need again.
・Please check the instagram you can see the ambiance of kayaking.
(The language of this site is Japanese)
https://www.instagram.com/koaoutfitters/
THE RISK
Because Sea-kayaking is sea activities, it carries at least some risk.
(The cause is weather and landscape)
You need know the risk below・ A boat capsizing
—

Sea kayaking is stable on the sea. However, it is sometimes happened by wave, wind and
operation of oar.

・ Sea sick
—

You will feel a tremor on the sea, you may feel so bad and nauseous.

・ Having a blister
—

Because of handling a paddle, you sometimes have a blister.

・ Sun burning
—

Because of Ultra Violet, you will get sunburn.

・ Dehydration
—

Because of sweating, you are sometimes dehydration.

・ Heatstroke（heat exhaustion etc）
—

You sometimes get heatstroke because of outdoor activities under the sunshine.

・ Hypothermia
—

You sometimes get hypothermia because of coldness by soaking in the sea.

・ Getting a graze, bruise and sprain
—

If you touch the rock’s sharp edges and fall down, you may get a graze, bruise and sprain,

・ Tendonitis
—

Because you will keep using your wrist, you rarely will get tendonitis.

・ Dislocation fracture
—

Because of boat capsizing, you rarely may get dislocation fracture.

・ Losing contact lenses or anything that is not property fastened.
—

Because of wind or boat capsizing, you may lose contact lenses or anything that is not
property fastened. (cap, sunglasses and others)

・ Crash with kayaking each other
—

If the kayaking crashes with each other, it may get injured.

・ Traffic on the sea
—

There is a ship underway on the sea, so It will probably be affected by that.

・ Fisherman
—

Injuries by fishhook are rare.

・ Aquatic life
—

Because of stepping on that, you might be injured.

・ Tetrapod
—

Because of this stricter that absorb the wave, you rarely injured by catching from tetrapod.

・ A fixed net
—

Watch out for fixed net which may coil around your boat while you are kayaking.

・ The dangerous of the beach
— There are many people (include kids) on the beach, so please be careful.

